Chevy truck alternator

A popular form of performance upgrade revolves around applying current technology to older
machines. Among the most overlooked aspects of swapping late-model engines into early
Chevys is upgrading the charging system. Since then, a landslide of charging system and
alternator enhancements have followed. We decided we needed to focus our attention on some
of the more popular alternator conversions and wiring harness modifications necessary to
accommodate them. We wanted to get input from a few professionals in the world of automotive
charging, so we reached out to Tuff Stuff Performance and Painless Performance. On the back
of GM alternators, you will find a two- or four-wire plug along with a large output stud. The large
stud is for the output wire connection that is connected to the battery positive post. Even a
stock replacement CSD will offer more power at low speeds than previous models. Other
alternatives that also work well. In nearly all cases, alternators are rated by maximum
potential-amperage output. This is not amperage delivered while at idle! The original DN
externally regulated alternator is probably not capable of much more than 35 amps at idle. Back
in the days of AM radios, that was enough to maintain system voltage. We spoke with Mike
Stasko, marketing manager for Tuff Stuff Performance, and he has a recommendation.
Late-model alternators are far more efficient at idle, so a stock amp alternator might be capable
of 60 to 65 amps at idle. Alternator rating numbers are generally tested with the alternator at
ambient temperature. Unfortunately, with the charging system at normal operating temperature,
internal resistance increases with heat, and the output drops, typically by 15 to 20 percent. If
you have an alternator rated at amp at idle, its normal operating temperature is probably
capable of only around 75 to 80 amps. The net result is a loss of system voltage at idle. These
are the four most common alternator connectors. If you are not sure which alternator you have,
the connector shape is a good indicator of alternator configuration. To evaluate your charging
system, try this simple experiment. With the engine idling at operating temperature, turn on all
the electrical components such as the headlights, blower motor at full speed, four-way flashers,
electric fans, and the stereo at a reasonable level. Then, note the electrical system operating
voltage. They need a minimum of All About The Connections. This alternator DN , uses a flat,
two-prong connection at the back of the alternator. The other main connection on the alternator
is the output terminal that charges the battery. The main advantage of either unit is they employ
an internal voltage regulator SI stands for system integrated. But this is not a simple bolt-on
conversion. The and SI units use a different two-wire connector plug on the rear of the
alternator. The Number 1 wire on the or SI is connected to the charge warning light on the dash.
The Number 2 wire is what is called the voltage sensing wire. When converting from an external
voltage regulator to an internal such as the SI, many enthusiasts merely connect the Number 2
voltage sensing wire directly to the output terminal. While this shortcut is simple and functional,
it will not optimize the charging system. The voltage-sensing wire is best connected closer to
the battery. High-output alternators greater than amp need a minimum of an 8-or-larger gauge
charge wire to reduce resistance. The largest is always better although clunky in appearance for
minimal resistance for alternators putting out more than amps. The main charge wire on the
back of the alternator is eventually tied into the positive post on the battery. However, this
connection is often a long wire. This cable length creates resistance that can be easily
measured with a simple charging system efficiency test. With the engine at idle â€” and several
components like headlights, electric cooling fans, and perhaps the heater fan, operating,
compare the voltage readings at the alternator to those at the battery. There will generally be a
slight voltage drop at the battery of around 0. By locating the voltage-sensing wire closer to the
battery, the alternator can compensate for this slight drop in voltage and maintain the overall
electrical system at around 14 volts. With the voltage-sensing wire connected to the output
terminal, this half-volt drop is not measured and the entire charging system under-performs.
Singled Out. This is also a good place to mention one-wire alternators. These aftermarket
alternators eliminate the warning light and voltage-sensing wire connections all OE alternators
use. Voltage sensing is accomplished internally, which as we just covered is one reason why
one-wire alternators are not as efficient as a remote-sensing alternator. Another minor
disadvantage to one-wire alternators is the rotor in the alternator must achieve a certain speed
to self-excite. This usually requires the driver to rev the engine to increase internal voltage to
sufficiently excite the alternator to begin charging. But, you need to be aware of this and rev the
engine after it starts to ensure the charging system is functioning. Remote-sensing alternators
are capable of charging the moment the engine starts. Tuff Stuff also sells a plug-in harness
that will accomplish this based on whether the car has a warning light or not. Among the
available charging-system alternatives, you can choose to merely upgrade to a higher output
alternator within the same design as your existing alternator, or update with a later model unit
with more output. The simplest would be to upgrade your current alternator. Retaining a DN
with the separate voltage regulator might be a good idea for those who want to retain the

original appearance â€” for restoration purposes. The car retains the original factory DN
external-regulator wiring. This is the cleanest way to upgrade. As a less expensive alternative,
Painless Wiring offers a replacement CS pigtail connector that can easily be spliced into place.
A common charging system issue with older cars is excessive resistance between the
alternator and the battery. A quick test with the engine idling is to turn on several electrical
accessories like headlights and the heater fan. Then, test voltage at the rear of the alternator
and compare that to the voltage at the battery. If the voltage at the battery is within 0. If it drops
more than 0. All late-model alternators employ an electronic voltage regulator. If your car is like
this Chevelle and has a voltmeter or factory ammeter gauge without a charging system warning
light, a resistor must be wired into the warning light circuit. Essentially, the resistor takes the
place of the load created by the warning light. In factory applications, either a charge-indicator
light or ECM provides this 1 amp or less, switched volt source. Without this resistance, too
much amperage reaches the regulator and causes it to burn up. Note the drawing shows the
external shape of the connector as rounded on one end while the internal shape is rectangular.
So, with this resistor, under normal charging circumstances, you are never putting more than 0.
Of course, simply wiring the Painless connector to a warning light accomplishes the same thing
as the resistor, so one or the other is all that is needed. This is true for all later model
alternators with internal voltage regulators and is why Painless includes the resistor in every
pigtail conversion. We make this point because it is possible to purchase a replacement
alternator pigtail from almost any auto parts store. These are often less expensive, but not
packaged with a resistor. If you are using a standard pigtail perhaps pulled from a junkyard
vehicle , you need to know which wire is the voltage-sensing wire and which one is the exciter
wire that needs either a charge-indicator light or a resistor. This makes an excellent spot for the
voltage-sensing wire connection when this terminal block is mounted near the battery. To keep
this story brief, we have not taken a deep dive into physically mounting these different
alternators to various engines, as this can get somewhat complicated. With this review of the
wiring harness differences, updating your charging system should not be very intimidating.
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think you might like No thanks. Drag Racing. Engine Tech. Or you may have a high-end stereo
system or a race vehicle with an array of on-board electronics. As the electrical load of all these
accessories add up, you may find yourself in need of a higher-amperage alternator. There are a
few ways to figure out whether you need to upgrade your alternator. A few telltale signs are dim
headlights, poor stereo system performance, or an alternator that simply wears out quickly. You
can also check your electrical load using an ammeter. The output should be 50 percent greater
than the draw. That depends on the current draw, along with any future accessories you plan to
add. You can never have too much amperage when it comes to alternators; therefore, you never
have to worry about choosing an alternator with too high of a rated output. And it basically
operates off of supply and demand. That is, your alternator will only supply the amount of
amperage a particular component demandsâ€”and no more. So high-output alternators will not
harm your components or charging system, no matter how high you go with the amps.
However, Powermaster and other alternator manufacturers do recommend you replace both the
ground straps and charge wire. However, here is a chart that matches cable gauge size to total
amperage:. In short, pulley ratio is a comparison between the crankshaft pulley diameter and
alternator pulley diameter. This ratio is derived by dividing the crank pulley diameter by the
alternator pulley. For example, a 6-inch crank pulley with 2-inch alternator pulley will yield a
pulley ratio. The company follows this common rule of thumb:. Because differing ratios can
affect performance, you should take care to maintain the same pulley ratio if you decide to use
dress-up pulley sets. A mismatched pulley ratio and alternator can lead to big problems,
especially at idle where alternator performance is critical. Rotor rpm are a factor of pulley ratio
multiplied by engine speed. Thanks for reading Bryan. Great topicâ€”here is our article on volt
batteries. Get a string and a tape measure, and a calculator. Wrap the string around the
alternator pulley one time, so the end touches the strings free end, hold or mark that point on
the string, then measure from the mark to the end. Now do the same measurement for the crank
pulley CP. You can also calculate diameter using your circumference measurement above
divided by pi. I have an amp with a inline fuse for my subwoofer and 2 little amps for my mids
and highs one with a 20 amp fuse and one with a 30 amp fuse. I also have an optima yellowtop

under the hood and one in the trunk. So your watt rms amp actually needs watts to do its max.
Maybe in the future some questions could be addressed on Tach installations. Bought a new
Auto Meter Sport Comp and was wondering if all companies now recommend not using solid
core ignition wires and they question which ignition system is used. Do these points just come
up with this mfg.? Great info on the Alt. Recommend to follow the recommended sized charge
wire. I have a Chevy Cruze LT running 2 12 inch sundown subs and watt amp wired off. Kind of
jerks. Do I have to upgrade the alternator or add a second battery? I have a toyota highlander.
Please let me know. Hey James, first things first, do your headlights dim constantly, or just
when bass notes play? Have you installed a capacitor? The car audio gurus at Crutchfield have
a good FAQ on the subject of capacitors. Read it here. Ask Away! I am installing a amp
alternator in my 09 avalanche i have a watt rms amp class d i am also installing a second battery
what size fuse do i use from the alternator to the second battery and do I need to upgrade the
stock amp agm fuse that is on the fire wall. I found this website: BCAE. For all you guys talking
about amplifiers for stereos â€” you are not measuring correctly. A AMP Alternator should be
plenty â€” and probably way overkill. You are measuring watts at consistent pulling. The draw
was 50amps at every punch the woofers made with dance music. Other music was considerably
less. Upgraded wiring helps for sure. Even the higher power headlights needed wiring upgrades
because the wire resistance was not strong enough. The air that sub woofers have to move, is a
massive drain on the system. You are able to use all your other speakers directly from the head
unit because their amp draw is little. Your subs can not run off a head unit. In other words if you
add amplifiers to all your other speakers, you are effectively supplying them more power â€”
could be watts to each speaker â€” but the amp draw is insignificant. I think that the remainder
of your stereo system without sub woofers would be using less then 30 amps. As one person
said, a capacitor can store the power produced in between those beats, drawing 50 or 60 amps
â€” and then utilize that power for those draws. Even the better end head units 50 watts rms
claim per channel or less. Dave Fuller â€” This is a very helpful article â€” Thanks for putting it
out there. I have watt inverter in my Ford E van. I instaled ot to run a charger for my power
wheelchair. Works well. Recently, I was in a political campaign. When I drove around at night for
any thing much longer than an hour, with headlights, trailer lights and wheelchair charger all
energized, I would have to start van with a jump box if I shut it down. Stock alternator was not
keeping up. In order to be able to run max load on that watt inverter continuosly without pulling
down battery charge, what output do I need on a high output alternator? Would you recommend
a second, 12 volt battery, as well? This is a well known problem with RVs that have a inverter.
Stock alternators and regulators do not charge well for deep cycle use with a big inverter. The
voltage is too low to push much amperage. This makes the alternator put out a higher voltage of
around Can you explain what you did with the diodes in a little more detail please? Not
everyone here is as savvy as the next person. I am using it to run the power to my house using
a windmill and alternator. Like Mike, some of this Greek to me. I have wired car and houses but
just the basics. Can you do an accompanying article on regulators and whether you need smart
regulators with dual battery or agm setups. If you read the comment above by Sando you will
see that your proposed upgrade to smart alternator and dual batteries is probably unnecessary.
A slightly bigger battery, bigger cables, might do the trick. If not a minor alternator upgrade
might. Smart alternator regulators are used in yachts with massive battery banks to charge and
huge loads that are critical when out on the water. They can be used in RVs with large house
battery banks also. Then there is a the diy upgrade I mentioned earlier. My name is anthony and
I have a Nissan Versa hatchbackâ€¦. I read an electrical engineer commenting that capacitors
dont help much or at all with high gain amplification. Has that been the experience of anyone
here? The last few posts say as much. Often a problem is some resistance somewhere. Too
small cable, poor ground, poor connector or connections,â€¦â€¦or a faulty diode in the
regulator. The other thing to check is if your alternator is getting hot. Power output drops
quickly when it gets up to higher temps, degrees and over. Vans can be a problem especially at
idle with limited fresh air. And as the article says make sure the alternator is turning fast
enough. Maybe someone put in the wrong alternator or pulley. There is a load of watt,36volt on
a 36volt lithium ion battery. I need to charge this battery using an alternator coupled to an
engine. What alternator should i use to charge my battery. Do you have any suggestions related
to the battery that i should use. I have a f 5. Any advice out here thanks. It does have an
upgraded sound system amp, sub, stereo, speakers some extra interior LED strip lights, and a
W inverter waiting to be hooked up to run various appliances. I already have 2 optima batteries
one to red top to run the starter and one yellow top just to hook to the alternator alone to run
the accessories. What would be ideal for my application? I have a stock Mustang GT. My
alternator failed. Upon recommendation of many, I purchased a Pa. Performance alternator
through CJ Pony Parts. It turned out to be a amp. I was asked by a friend if I purchased the amp

wiring kit for it. I did not know I needed one, so I did. I have not installed the kit yet. I am trying
to wrap me head around why I needed the kit especially with a amp fuse box in the wiring. An
additional fact is I did change the stock under drives to Steeda under drives years ago. Do you
have any define suggestions of Alternator for poor stereo system performance? I want to
understand their output in making a windmill to power the house. Can you recommend a Half
size battery that is bullet proof long lasting? The battery needs to be able to be positioned on its
side. What types of fuel pumps? My new car audio system to be installed in the near future, will
draw amps from an alternator at The car is a Mazda 3 GS, and has a stock alternator, which
probably has a max capacity of amps. Therefore, I should upgrade the alternator, correct??? I
have a chevy silverado band after replacing my alternator with a new higher amp alternator, my
voltage is significantly less than before. I run 2 stereo amps about Which is better the high amp
lower volt or the lower amp with higher voltage? Your email address will not be published. Your
Website. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This
site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Summit Racing
Equipment. But how do you know? What Amperage Do You Need? During his year career in the
auto industry, he has covered a variety of races, shows, and industry events and has authored
articles for multiple magazines. He has also partnered with mainstream and trade publications
on a wide range of editorial projects. In , he helped establish OnAllCylinders, where he enjoys
covering all facets of hot rodding and racing. ALong these same lines what if your vehicle uses
16 volt battery or batteries. OnAllCylinders says: April 7, at pm. Rick Massengale says: April 7,
at am. I have a elcamino. Jerry Alderman says: October 14, at pm. Kate says: August 20, at am.
Rick says: March 9, at am. Nicholas French says: October 20, at pm. David says: June 14, at am.
Andrew Holdorf says: July 25, at pm. Kate says: August 20, at pm. Phil B. Roy Arild Tveit says:
April 30, at pm. Gear4Wheels says: October 18, at pm. Thanks for sharing this article. Laura
says: March 19, at pm. Charlie Cox says: August 30, at pm. Hector says: April 2, at pm. Get
another alternator. Upgrade the chargimg wire and ground wire and you should be good. James
says: January 12, at pm. Hello, I have a toyota highlander. Please let me know Thanks.
OnAllCylinders Staff says: May 1, at am. Sebastian says: December 29, at am. Dustin Hoertsch
says: May 8, at am. Paul Sakalas says: May 8, at am. Arthur A Beeman says: September 12, at
pm. Sando says: May 13, at am. Luis Franco says: December 31, at pm. Mohamed Mahmoud
says: May 14, at am. Jeremy Ansell says: July 19, at pm. Jay Moreno says: November 13, at am.
Jeremy Baker says: March 16, at pm. Mike W says: August 31, at am. Edward Cobb says:
September 28, at am. Mohammad Alaqab says: October 22, at am. David Tees says: November
25, at pm. Jereny Baker says: March 16, at pm. Anthony whitsey says: January 9, at pm. Jamal
Rutherford says: February 18, at am. How do I purchase a high outputamp alternator. Aadith
Menath says: March 21, at pm. Ernesto Urbay says: April 1, at am. John says: April 4, at am.
Blaine Durousseau says: May 12, at pm. Michael Toung says: October 31, at pm. Ken says:
December 21, at am. Paul McAndrew says: January 4, at am. Richard Boyer says: April 18, at
am. Elias says: June 14, at pm. Nick Cerone says: October 9, at pm. Hello, Can you recommend
a Half size battery that is bullet proof long lasting? Thanks Nick. David Ferguson says: October
23, at pm. Keith Daruwalla says: November 4, at am. Erica Eidson says: November 5, at pm.
Edward says: February 6, at pm. How do I purchase a high outputamp alternator foR my Volvo
Wagon? Leave a Reply Cancel Your email address will not be published. What do you do when
the stock alternator was originally externally regulated? It's simple! The only thing you need to
hook up on a one-wire alternator is a charge wire from the terminal on the alternator to the
positive terminal on the battery or any positive battery source. The external regulator can either
be totally dismantled from the firewall or left in place. If left in place, be sure to disconnect the
wiring harness from the regulator. The wiring harness has to be disconnected from the
regulator or the indicator light on the dash will remain on. Note: if the vehicle is equipped with
an indicator light, the light will no longer be operative. Most 1-wire alternators have a charging
point set around rpm or higher. This is the speed where the internal sensory circuit connects
the battery voltage to the regulator, thereby turning the alternator on. Once the voltage regulator
turns on, the alternator will remain on and charging until the engine comes to a complete stop.
If the engine idle speed and pulley ratio combination does not allow the alternator to come to
during start-up, the engine will have to increase the RPM to engage the one wire alternator. One
exception to this is Tuff Stuff's heavy duty amp performance alternator rated to charge 80amps
at rpm. Changing the pulley ratio on the alternator by slowing it down will generally keep a
one-wire regulator from charging. This can also produce a low voltage problem at engine idle
speed depending on the amount of reduction. Alternators are usually tested with a pulley ratio.
This is the recommended street pulley ratio and is used in most factory applications. Products
to Compare max of 3 X. Videos All Videos. Tags: Tech. GM 1-Wire Alternator Operation. More
Info. Related Articles. See how a Chevelle gets an upgraded grille! Learn the pros of using the

Dynacorn trim and extensions and some helpful tips for a successful install. This project
consists of installing a RetroSound head unit into a Chevelle. Learn the advantages of this type
of unit from accepting multiple faces to the extensively adjustable equalizer. We look at the
basics of performance carburetion and what you need to properly supply your street or race car
with enough fuel in this buyer's guide. Jeff's Chevelle gets a dash overhaul. This project
highlights a refinished dash top, Astro vents and a new padded dash bumper.
yamaha atv engine
ridgeline owners club
2005 dodge rumble bee for sale
Today we take a look at the differences between proportioning valves both fixed and adjustable
models and the residual pressure valves we offer in this buyer's guide. Custom rides usually
require custom brake and fuel lines. Educate yourself on the tools you will need and the proper
steps to a successful line assembly in our buyer's guide. Check out this article to learn about
the unique features and how it requires only one cable to plug in for install! Learn helpful tips
along the way including how to route the blue trigger wire away from the coil and ignition
system. Follow this guide on how to install a splined sway bar for GM A-body applications. See
the installation process on a '68 Chevelle frame using stock control arms and factory chassis
bolt and pad locations. If you are confused as to how that new steering wheel you want is going
to attach to your project's steering column then this buyer's guide should be your first visit
before adding that new wheel to your shopping list.

